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The outdoor industry gathers three times a year in Denver,
CO for Outdoor Retailer, one of the largest outdoor
product tradeshows, to do business, see the latest
products and discuss larger industry issues. This year,
students from the Outdoor Product Design & Development
(OPDD) program at Utah State University were invited
by Outdoor Retailer to sponsor the Textile Repurposing
Station and sew chalk bags as giveaways to show the
power of turning scraps into new products.

Five students were able to attend and educate attendees
on the importance of upcycling, taking discarded materials
and turning them into new products. This project first
started when students from OPDD took piles of fabric
waste from various brands and textile mills and decided
there was a better solution than sending them to the
landfill.

Rachel Bodily, incoming OPDD senior, said the expo was
a great opportunity to showcase the skills she learned in
her classes.

“The upcycling project was a great experience because
we were able to take the skills we have been learning
throughout our classes and show them to the industry we
want to work in,” she said.

Not only did students get to run the upcycling station,
they also got to experience the trade show by meeting
with designers, attending workshops and soaking in the
industry as a whole.

“It was also a great learning opportunity because we
could gain inspiration and a better understanding of what
direction the industry is going so we can be more prepared
for when we enter the work force,” Bodily said.

Jamon Wolfe, senior in OPDD, said while the upcycling
project was the highlight, the networking opportunities
were also a valuable experience.

“I was able to have personal conversations with some
of the most accomplished professionals in the industry.
I received guidance on interviewing skills, portfolio
presentation, and project creation. Their advice was
priceless,” Wolfe said. “Lastly, I was able to build strong
friendships with my classmates during the trip. I am sure
these relationships will prove increasingly valuable as we
progress through our careers. You never know who will
help you get your next job!”
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News Coverage

KSL: USU’s outdoor product design students invited to
Outdoor Retailer to make chalk bags

KSL: What events like Outdoor Retailer do for the outdoor
industry

Cool Hunting: Utah State University's Outdoor Product
Design Program

SGB Media: Outdoor Retailer Summer Market Kicks Off
This Week

KSL: Summer 2019 Outdoor Retailer market to showcase
gear, sustainability and recreation in Denver

SNEWS: Sitting Down With Outroor Product Design and
Development

RANGER Media: Live from Ranger Station

https://www.ksl.com/article/46578327/usus-outdoor-product-design-students-invited-to-outdoor-retailer-to-make-chalk-bags
https://www.ksl.com/article/46577381/what-events-like-outdoor-retailer-do-for-the-outdoor-industry
https://coolhunting.com/design/utah-state-universitys-outdoor-product-design-program/
https://sgbonline.com/outdoor-retailer-summer-market-kicks-off-this-week/
https://www.ksl.com/article/46574383/summer-2019-outdoor-retailer-market-to-showcase-gear-sustainability-and-recreation-in-denver
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=1002387996759591&id=101527632325
https://www.facebook.com/thisisrange/posts/live-from-the-ranger-station-at-outdoor-retailer-for-the-power-of-upcylcing-inte/749853148762982/
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Outdoor Retailer Magazine

Page 32, Page 63, Page 76, Page 54, Page 64

https://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/outdoorretailer/day1_summer2019/index.php#/32
https://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/outdoorretailer/day2_summer2019/index.php#/63
https://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/outdoorretailer/day1_summer2019/index.php#/76
http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/outdoorretailer/preshow_summer2019/index.php#/54
https://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/outdoorretailer/day3_summer2019/index.php#/64

